Homes and Communities of the Future
Built by Net Zero, LLC and the Net Zero Partner Network
Eliminating or Reducing Energy Consumption and Expense
Eliminating Green House Gas (GHG) Emissions
Increasing Property Values and Creating an Economic Stimulus

Value Proposition #1
Economic Stimulus and Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Reducer
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Learning about “Net Zero” Homes
Two Identical Looking Homes with Identical Price.
Which one would you buy?
The home below is built with standard stick-building
lumber and framing with R-13 insulation, which is
used in most new homes built today. You pay to heat,
cool and power the home and create GHG emissions.

The home below is built with structural insulated panels
(SIPs) with R-26 insulation, solar PV and battery storage.
It is energy efficient and you pay very little, or nothing,
to power the home. You save money and reduce GHG.
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Overview – It’s all about “R-Values”
• Net zero homes are defined as homes that can
power themselves with renewable energy.

• Net Zero owns a business that produces
structural insulated panels (SIPs).

• The high R-value insulation needed to build net
zero homes changes construction methods and
materials.

• SIPs have the high R-value insulation required
to build net zero homes.

• Net Zero created a highly efficient and effective
“systemic solution” for building net zero homes.
• Net Zero assists home builders transition into
building net zero homes by offering its systemic
solution to home builders via the Net Zero
Partner Network (NZPN).

• Net Zero is building a large scale development
of net zero homes in the City of St. Louis, MO.
• The St. Louis development introduces home
buyers and builders to the quality and value
of net zero homes.
• The St. Louis development is located in a
blighted urban area and is creating an
economically sustainable development model
for housing in blighted urban areas.
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Features of Net Zero Homes
• Buildings consume about 41 % of the
primary energy and about 74 % of the
electricity in the US, while accounting
for 39 % of CO2 emissions.
• Energy consumption and emissions
from the building and housing sectors
pose a national challenge.
• The Office of Management and Budget
stated its multi-agency science and
technology priorities are research on
"Clean energy" and "Global climate
change."
• To reduce dependence on energy
imports while curbing GHG emissions,
the building community has embraced
the idea of net-zero energy buildings.
https://www.worldgbc.org/sites/default/files/UNEP%20188_G
ABC_en%20%28web%29.pdf
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Insulation 101 – The Sources of R-Values
Net Zero, LLC produces structural insulated panels (SIPs) that have
one of the highest rated insulating materials embedded within them.
Material
Fiberglass (batt)

• Net Zero SIP’s are made
from polyurethane closed
cell foam R-Value is 6.5,
injected between sheets of
33.0 - 64.5
oriented strand boards.
55.5 - 64.5
panel.
46.5 - 51.0
• Compared to stick-framed
46.5 - 60.0
walls, which are filled with
46.5 - 60.0
fiberglass batt, the SIP’s are
twice the R-value per inch.
48.0 - 55.5
• The SIP sandwich panels are
57.0 - 58.5
certified as significant load
57.0 - 75.0
bearing, and stick-framed
82.5 - 97.5
walls have no such rating.
84.0 - 120.0 • A 4” thick SIP wall has Rvalue of 26.
52.5 - 54.0

R-value of Materials and Depths
12"
15"
R-value/in 3 1/2"
5 1/4"
10"
3.1 - 3.4 10.8 - 11.9 16.3 - 17.8 31.0 - 34.0 37.2 - 40.8 46.5 - 51.0

Fiberglass blown (attic)

2.2 - 4.3

7.7 - 15.0 11.5 - 22.6 22.0 - 43.0 26.4 - 51.6

Fiberglass blown (wall)

3.7 - 4.3

12.9 - 15.0 19.4 - 22.6 37.0 - 43.0 44.4 - 51.6

Mineral Wool (batt)

3.1 - 3.4

10.8 - 11.9 16.3 - 17.8 31.0 - 34.0 37.2 - 40.8

Mineral Wool blown (attic)

3.1 - 4.0

10.8 - 14.0 16.3 - 21.0 31.0 - 40.0 37.2 - 48.0

Mineral Wool blown (wall)

3.1 - 4.0

10.8 - 14.0 16.3 - 21.0 31.0 - 40.0 37.2 - 48.0

Cellulose blown (attic)

3.2 - 3.7

11.2 - 12.9 16.8 - 15.0 32.0 - 37.0 38.4 - 44.4

Cellulose blown (wall)

3.8 - 3.9

13.3 - 13.6 19.9 - 20.8 38.0 - 39.0 45.6 - 46.8

Polystrene Board

3.8 - 5.0

13.3 - 17.5 19.9 - 26.2 38.0 - 50.0 45.6 - 60.0

Polyurethane Board

5.5 - 6.5

19.2 - 22.7 28.9 - 34.1 55.0 - 65.0 66.0 - 78.0

Polyisocyanurate (foil-faced)

5.6 - 8.0

18.2 - 28.0 29.4 - 42.0 56.0 - 80.0 67.2 - 96.0

Open Cell Spray Foam

3.5 - 3.6

12.2 - 12.6 18.4 - 18.9 35.0 - 36.0 42.0 - 43.2

Closed Cell Spray Foam

6.0 - 6.5

21.0 - 22.7 31.5 - 34.1 60.0 - 65.0 72.0 - 78.0 90.0 - 97.5
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Value to Home Buyers
A Net Zero "Future Home" compared to a Legacy-built Home.
Here is what you are buying:

Stick-built
Net Zero
Future Homes Legacy Homes

1. A place you can live

yes

yes

2. Structural insulated panels (SIPs) that add structural integrity.

yes

no

3. SIPs block air infiltration into your home and provide sound
proofing to help block outside noises.

yes

no

4. High R-value insulation within SIPs paired with a solar PV
system produces a Net Zero* home.

yes

no

5. Demand for electricity from a grid is reduced by 50% to 100%,
thereby reducing electric bills by 50% to 100%

yes

no

6. On a 30 year mortgage you save $50,000 to $150,000 on electric
bills, or more, depending upon the size of the home.

yes

no

7. High efficiency heating and cooling system has minimal
ductwork and constantly circulates micro-filtered fresh air.

yes

no

8. Pre-cast foundation walls have finished inside walls and
eliminate the exposed concrete basement walls.

yes

no

• A typical “Legacy” stick-built home
has outer walls (the envelope)
framed at the jobsite and R-13
insulation in the walls.
• A Net Zero home has factory-made
SIP’s at the jobsite that provide ease
of installation, structural benefits and
R-26 insulation in the walls.
• Net Zero SIP envelopes block air
infiltration and are a sound barrier.
• When paired with solar PV and
storage battery, the home is net zero,
it powers itself.

*A "Net Zero" home can make enough energy to power itself.
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Structural Differences are Important
Net Zero with SIPs

Stick-built
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Value 1
According to the U.S.
Department of Energy,
the average U.S. family
spends at least $2,000 per
year on utilities. A net
zero home significantly
reduces, or eliminates,
the payment of $2,000
per year.

Value 2
The low-energy
demand coupled with
low-carbon generation
reduces the average
GHG emissions per net
zero home by 1.25
metric tons a year.

Value 3
Solar energy isn’t just a
tool to reduce emissions
and help slow climate
change — it’s a job
creator. According to the
most recent National
Solar Jobs Census, solar
energy adds jobs 17 times
faster than the overall
economy in the United
States.
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Economic Stimulus and GHG Reducer
• On average, a net zero home saves about
$1.00 per square foot annually by reducing
demand for energy and thereby reducing
energy bills.
• The average size of new homes built in 2018
was 2,690 sq. ft., so the net zero per home
savings is about $2,690 per year, or $224 per
month.
• A community of 10,000 of these homes
annually saves about $26,900,000 on energy.
• The energy savings captured by the net zero
home owners is obtained by reducing demand
for GHG energy from the power grid.
• Distributed renewable energy savings, and the
resulting economic stimulus, distributes
wealth in support of a sustainable community.

• Building new homes net zero is a significant
economic stimulus to any area or community.
• A community of 10,000 net zero average sized
new homes is not spending $26,900,000 on
GHG energy to power their homes every year.
• This same community is not spending
$807,000,000 on GHG energy over the span
of its thirty year mortgages.
• Net zero homes are using clean energy and
not creating GHG emissions.
• The GHG annual reduction for averaged sized
newly built net zero homes is about 1.25
metric tons per home.
• Total estimated reduction in GHG per year for
10,000 new averaged sized net zero homes is
12,500 metric tons.
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SIPs and the Net Zero Partner Network
• Net Zero, LLC manufactures the single most important
building material needed to efficiently build net zero
homes, Structural Insulated Panels (SIPs).
• Net Zero has initiated a Partner Network to assist
interested builders in learning to build net zero homes
with SIPs.
• Net Zero plans to expand its Partner Network
throughout the USA.
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Potential Network Partners

THE TOP 50 US HOME BUILDERS SHOWN BELOW/plus 330,000 home builders not shown.
Rank 2018 Sort
descending

Rank
2017

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

1
2
3
6
4
5
7
8
9
11
10
12
13
14
15
16
17
21
18
24

21

20

22

19

23

28

24
25

27
26

2017 Housing
Revenue $
D.R. Horton
$14,040,013,709
Lennar
$11,035,299,000
PulteGroup
$8,323,983,887
Toll Brothers
$6,657,817,755
CalAtlantic Homes
$6,574,061,000
NVR
$6,175,521,000
KB Home
$4,335,205,000
Taylor Morrison
$3,800,000,000
Meritage Homes
$3,186,775,000
TRI Pointe Homes
$2,732,299,369
Hovnanian Enterprises $2,641,104,000
M.D.C. Holdings
$2,498,697,000
Shea Homes
$2,022,238,000
David Weekley Homes $1,958,653,965
Beazer Homes USA
$1,895,854,845
M/I Homes
$1,878,572,000
William Lyon Homes $1,796,528,000
Century Communities $1,700,072,001
Ashton Woods
$1,313,141,134
LGI Homes
$1,280,000,000
Brookfield Residential
$1,174,301,000
Properties
Highland Homes
$1,172,212,473
The New Home
$893,860,000
Company
Woodside Homes
$870,383,000
Drees Homes
$864,424,121
Company

2017
Closings/Units
47,135
29,394
21,052
8,163
14,602
15,961
10,909
8,032
7,709
4,697
6,115
5,541
3,537
4,277
5,525
5,089
3,239
4,281
3,168
5,845

Rank 2018 Sort
descending
26
27
28
29

Rank
2017
32
25
29
22

30

30

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

31
72
34
57
41
38
40
39
43
49
37

42

36

43
44

45
47

1,768

45

42

2,893

46
47
48
49

91
46
94
50

50

44

1,310
2,151
1,859

Company

2017 Housing
Revenue $
$831,025,950
$821,616,000
$785,000,000
$757,928,000

Mattamy Homes
AV Homes
Perry Homes
GL Homes
MHI (McGuyer Homebuilders
$725,088,000
Inc.)
CBG Building Co.
$690,479,381
Clayton Properties Group
$623,393,867
Gehan Homes
$609,352,000
Trumark Cos.
$568,349,134
DRB Enterprises
$544,728,365
The Villages of Lake Sumter $539,775,597
Fischer Homes
$522,231,000
Stanley Martin Homes
$505,000,000
Mungo Homes
$481,938,877
Epcon Communities
$480,064,552
Oakwood Homes
$471,285,878
Habitat for Humanity
$466,964,870
International
First Texas Homes
$459,986,745
Green Brick Partners
$435,644,000
Neal Communities of
$432,982,932
Southwest Florida
Embrey Partners
$431,077,945
Chesmar Homes
$412,000,000
LeCesse Development
$401,919,000
Ivory Homes
$401,400,000
Albert D. Seeno Construction
$401,261,700
Co. / Discovery Builders

2017
Closings/Units
2,601
2,491
2,079
1,209
1,743
3,240
1,801
1,753
510
1,981
2,052
1,624
971
1,752
1,354
1,334
3,016
1,131
990
1,183
2,595
1,251
1,642
921
602
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Value Proposition #2
Distributed Energy Resources (DER)
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Renewable Energy Communities
• Planned communities of residential net zero
structures may be augmented with community
installation of solar PV on covered parking and
other areas within the development.
• These installations may be connected to
microgrids to become a distributed energy
power producing business.
• The income from the power business may be
used to support the municipality, the community
and maintenance costs for renewable energy
equipment.
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Smart Generation

What is a
microgrid?

Battery
Storage

Backup
Generator

Solar*

Combined
Heat & Power

A microgrid is a collection of local, onsite distributed energy resources (DER)
that work together as a single system,
enabling facilities to function as their own
separate versions of the grid.
A microgrid leverages control technology
to intelligently manage and optimize
on-site generation and storage resources,
enabling businesses to automatically
make choices that provide economic and
energy resilience benefits.
Microgrids can be grid-tied, gridindependent, or capable of both. Some
microgrids can be islanded, allowing
them to function on a limited basis when
the grid goes down.

Wind

Weather
Forecast

Historical
Load Profile

Demand
Response
Requests

Energy
MarketPrices

Utility Grid
Microgrid
Control Center
Control Center

Lighting

HVAC

IT

EV Charging

Smart Loads
*For commercial and industrial customers, solar is one of the most common DER.

https://www.schneider-electric.us/en/work/campaign/innovation/energy.jsp
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Microgrids provide “brain power”
to unleash the full value of solar
Adding microgrid technology to your energy system empowers
you to control and use solar and other DER in sophisticated ways
that benefit you most, such as sustaining a grid outage, using
your own power during peak periods when energy rates are high,
or selling your power to the grid when it’s most advantageous.
In other words, a microgrid unlocks the full power of your DER,
allowing you to maximize the value of your resources.

Gain resilience
• Use DER with or without the grid
• Sustain grid outages and
avoid downtime
Gain flexibility
• Self-consume solar energy
• Store energy
• Sell energy back to the grid
Gain control
• Monitor and manage energy use
• Take advantage of money-making
revenue streams and energy
savings opportunities

https://www.schneider-electric.us/en/work/campaign/innovation/energy.jsp
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How it works
1. Microgrids combine DER into one energy system
that is grid-tied, grid-independent, or both.

2. The Energy Control Center simplifies the electrical
integration of on-site DER into your energy system
and safely distributes and controls electric power
flow between the utility grid, DER, and loads.

3. The demand-side energy management software
platform – EcoStruxure™ Microgrid Advisor – lets
you monitor and automatically optimize your on-site
energy resources so you know when to make, use,
and store energy to ensure resilience, maximize
the use of renewable energy, and achieve the most
economical energy spend.

https://www.schneider-electric.us/en/work/campaign/innovation/energy.jsp
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Is a microgrid right for Net Zero Communities?
Microgrids are not for everybody, but they can be an intelligent and powerful addition to your energy
system. If any of the following is true, you may be in need of a microgrid:

You have or are considering adding a solar installation
You want multiple energy resources to work as a single system
Your energy use is high
You live in an area with high energy rates
Power is unreliable, the grid is overtaxed, or grid capacity
can’t meet your demand
Your region offers attractive incentives for greater renewable
energy use or on-site generation
You want greater control over your energy mix and energy future

Prime microgrid candidates:
• Net Zero Communities
• Corporate campuses
• Data centers
• Industrial facilities
• Manufacturing plants
• Big box stores
• Government facilities
• Water treatment facilities
• Universities/colleges
• Hospitals
• Laboratories and R&D centers
• Military bases
• Ports

Energy resilience is critical to your business

https://www.schneider-electric.us/en/work/campaign/innovation/energy.jsp
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Life is On | Schneider Electric

Solar + microgrid = resilience
When keeping the power on 24/7 is an absolute must, a microgrid
provides the assurance you need. Microgrids deliver the ability
to use solar and other DER to keep your operations running when
the main grid is interrupted or goes down.

•
•
•

Intelligent microgrid technology can predict threats to the grid
system from incoming storms or other disruptions and then
automatically switch your facility to DER use to weather the storm.
With a microgrid, you may never have to risk losing power again.

•

Where resilience matters most:
Critical facilities with prioritized loads
Commercial facilities with data
centers on-site
Industrial facilities that can’t afford
to lose a batch of products or have
a manufacturing line go down
Facilities in coastal or low power
reliability areas where threats from
storms are high and utility power
disruptions are likely

https://www.schneider-electric.us/en/work/campaign/innovation/energy.jsp
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Solar + microgrid = energy cost optimization
Solar delivers clear cost advantages by offsetting up to 100%
of annual energy costs for some buildings, such as net zero
homes. Add a microgrid to the equation and the financial
opportunities become much more sophisticated.
You gain the flexibility to leverage solar as a revenue stream, by
participating in demand response programs and grid balancing
opportunities, or part of a cost avoidance strategy such as peak
shaving or tariff management. Ultimately, a microgrid empowers
you to proactively manage and use your energy resources for the
greatest financial advantage.

Where energy cost optimization matters most:
• High-energy use sites with high peaking
load profiles and expensive demand
charges
• Businesses that can significantly improve
their bottom line through energy savings or
revenue generation
• Sites with multiple DER that want to
optimize their use

https://www.schneider-electric.us/en/work/campaign/innovation/energy.jsp
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Solar + microgrid = sustainability
Wherever sustainability falls on your priority list, a microgrid can
help achieve your goals. By optimizing solar and other renewable
DER, microgrids can reduce your carbon footprint.
Microgrids can also help you take advantage of state policies
and incentives that promote clean energy. In some cases, state
tax credits can offset a significant portion of installationcosts.

Where sustainability matters most:
• Companies with aggressive
sustainability goals
• Facilities with a need to quantify
and better track carbon reduction
• Organizations in states with significant
incentives for green energy use

https://www.schneider-electric.us/en/work/campaign/innovation/energy.jsp
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Financial incentives
Several state policies and incentives promote investment
in solar and microgrids, including:
Federal and state tax credits
The federal Investment Tax Credit,
Maryland’s Clean Energy Production
Tax Credit, and California’s SelfGeneration Incentive Program can
cover a significant portion of solar
and microgrid installation costs.

Net metering
41 states have net metering policies
that allow you to get paid for the solar
you produce, sometimes offsetting the
cost of installation in a matter of years.
Massachusetts, Ohio, and New Jersey have
particularly strong net metering policies.

Renewable portfolio standards (RPS)
States that establish a well-intentioned
RPS, including New York, Rhode Island,
and Vermont, demonstrate their
commitment to solar and renewable
energy and are likely to support
solar-friendly policies and incentives.

Interconnection policies
Some states, such as California,
exempt small installations from
pricey interconnection study fees.
State-specific grant programs
Multiple grant programs are available
for microgrids, solar, and other generation
and storage technologies.

https://www.schneider-electric.us/en/work/campaign/innovation/energy.jsp
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www.netzerollc.com
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